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A new standalone, contemporary romance that's faster, steamier, grittier . . . but with the emotional impact you'veA new standalone, contemporary romance that's faster, steamier, grittier . . . but with the emotional impact you've

come to expect from come to expect from New York TimesNew York Times bestselling author Mia Sheridan. bestselling author Mia Sheridan.

Wealthy socialite Olivia Barton never imagined her fiancé would disappear on what was supposed to be a routine

business trip. She's even more heartbroken and confused when a hired private investigator tracks him half a world

away, to a seaside town in Colombia. But the country has recently been ravaged by a massive earthquake and deadly

tsunami, shutting down outside communication and making travel all but impossible. Still, Olivia is determined to

make it to Colombia to find the answers she so desperately seeks. What she needs is a guide--a mercenary.

The man named Thomas arrives in shadows, an unmistakable air of danger about him, promising to help lead her

through the ruined, crime-infested country. But when Thomas and Olivia find themselves fighting an undeniable

attraction, danger takes on a whole new meaning. Then again, in the lush jungles of South America, all the rules are

different and Thomas and Olivia are about to discover that sometimes the thing you seek, isn't necessarily the thing

you find.

THIS IS A STANDALONE SOLSTICE NOVEL. Contemporary Romance: Due to strong language and sexual content,

this book is not intended for readers under the age of 18.
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